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Genuine quantum networks with superposed tasks and
addressing
J. Miguel-Ramiro 1✉, A. Pirker1 and W. Dür 1

We show how to make quantum networks, both standard and entanglement-based, genuine quantum by providing them with the
possibility of handling superposed tasks and superposed addressing. This extension of their functionality relies on a quantum
control register, which specifies not only the task of the network, but also the corresponding weights in a coherently superposed
fashion. Although adding coherent control to classical tasks, such as sending or measuring—or not doing so—is in general
impossible, we introduce protocols that are able to mimick this behavior under certain conditions. We achieve this by always
performing the classical task, either on the desired state or a properly chosen dummy state. We provide several examples, and show
that externally controlling quantum superposition of tasks offers additional possibilities and advantages over usually considered
single functionality. For instance, superpositions of different target state configurations shared among different nodes of the
network can be prepared, or quantum information can be sent among a superposition of different paths or to different
destinations.
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INTRODUCTION
Quantum networks promise to be the backbone of upcoming
quantum technologies1,2. Several tasks have been identified
where quantum effects allow one to obtain an advantage over
classical approaches, or even make things possible in the first
place. Many of these applications are based on the distribution of
quantum states to spatially separated parties and by exploiting
truly quantum features such as entanglement. This includes
security applications such as key distribution3–5, secret sharing6,7

and secret voting8,9, distributed (or cloud) quantum computa-
tion10, as well as improved sensing or time and frequency
standards11–13.
There are basically two approaches to such quantum networks:

a bottom-up2,14 and a top-down approach15. The former one
conceptually closely relates to classical networks. In a bottom-up
approach, the quantum network completes requests and tasks by
sending quantum states through channels, from network device
to network device. Even though there are some new elements,
such as the generation of quantum states or the transmission of
quantum information, well-established concepts of classical net-
works, such as routing or addressing, still appear to be applicable
or at least adjustable. The latter approach to quantum networks,
i.e., a top-down approach, consists of entanglement-based
networks, where devices prepare entanglement beforehand,
which is subsequently manipulated in order to complete desired
requests. In both cases, stack models16,17 that define necessary
elements and functionalities have been proposed and analyzed.
However, so far the desired functionality of networks is restricted
to specific, classically defined tasks such as transmitting quantum
information to a specific node in the network, or preparing a
certain multipartite entangled quantum state shared among
different parties. The same is true for the design principles of
quantum networks, which are governed by classical approaches.
In this work, we lift the functionality of quantum networks to a

genuine quantum level. We do this by introducing techniques and
procedures that enable network devices not only to generate and

process quantum states, but to perform different tasks and to
address other devices in a coherent fashion. This opens different
and largely unexplored possibilities, and yields to fully general
design principles for quantum networks. As we demonstrate, this
approach allows for several interesting applications such as the
preparation of superpositions of desired target states among
different parties of a network, or the completion of network tasks
in a coherent way, obtaining, e.g., a superposition of a teleported
and non-teleported state. Other applications include the transmis-
sion of quantum information to a superposition of different
receivers, as well as sending quantum information over a
superposition of different paths or channels, where benefits have
been already experimentally shown18. In order to complete tasks
in a superposed way, we mimic the behavior of coherently
controlling classical tasks. We remark that adding quantum control
to classical tasks, such as performing a measurement, e.g., for state
merging or teleportation—which are part of typical network
requests—is in general impossible, as we argue later. However, we
find that one can mimic the behavior of the system in such a way
that the resulting state or network configuration is “as if” such a
coherently controlled classical operation was performed. This is
done by adding quantum control at the level of unitary
operations, in such a way that operations selectively act on
different desired states or on dummy states, in order to generate
the superposition. Crucially, the classical task is always performed.
We argue that the additional functionality of external quantum
control and of handling superpositions of tasks is a desirable and
useful feature that offers additional possibilities in quantum
communication scenarios. Apart from the fully quantum function-
ality of completing networks tasks—such as teleportation or graph
state merging—in a coherent way, we illustrate this extra
applicability power by providing examples where superpositions
of states shared among different parties in the network can be
generated, exhibiting additional and significant built-in robustness
against losses. Further applications of our approach that allow to
protect quantum information throughout a network, include
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sending of quantum states to a superposition of different
locations or in a superposition of different paths, thereby
distributing quantum information in a delocalized way within
the network, or encoding unknown quantum states within the
whole network.
In order to achieve this genuine quantum functionality we make

use of different tools and approaches, as well as other known
techniques, e.g., quantum forking19,20, which we significantly
modify and extend to apply them in a quantum communication
scenario, where such techniques have not been used previously.
Finally, we propose a quantum addressing procedure that
completes this fully quantum functionality for quantum networks,
such that one can address quantum devices in the network,
providing them with activation registers, as well as with encoded
information of the local actions required for performing a certain
coherent—or classical—network task.

RESULTS
Background and notation
In this section we provide a brief overview of the relevant
background material for this work. In particular, we give a short
introduction to Bell-states, GHZ-states and graph states as well as
a brief discussion about previous works on quantum networks.

Bell-states, GHZ-states, and graph states. In the following we
make use of Bell states. These states are two-qubit maximally
entangled quantum states. Specifically, the four Bell states are

Bij
�� � ¼ ð1� σj

xσ
i
zÞ B00j i; (1)

where i∈ {0, 1} is called the phase, and j∈ {0, 1} the amplitude bit
of the Bell state Bij

�� �
and with B00j i ¼ ð 00j i þ 11j iÞ= ffiffiffi

2
p

.
Throughout this paper, we denote the four states Bij

�� �
as Φkj i

with k∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} and we frequently denote Φ0j i � B00j ið Þ as Φþ�� �
for simplicity.
Such maximally entangled states are a valuable resource for

different applications in a distributed setting, including, e.g.,
super-dense coding21 and quantum teleportation22. We briefly
recall the steps comprising the teleportation protocol, since we
will require them later in this work. In quantum teleportation, two
communication partners, Alice and Bob, share a perfect Bell pair in
the state Φþ�� �

. If now Alice wants to transmit an unknown single-
qubit state φj i to Bob, she performs a Bell measurement between
the qubit to be transmitted and her half of the Bell pair, and sends
the outcomes of the measurement classically to Bob. This in turn
enables Bob to restore the state φj i on his qubit by performing a
local Pauli correction operation that depends on the measurement
outcome.
GHZ states are the natural extension of Bell states to more than

two parties. We define a n-qubit GHZ state as

GHZnj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p 0j i�n þ 1j i�n� �
: (2)

GHZ states are useful for applications such as clock-synchronization23,
distributed sensing11, and quantum key agreement24.
Graph states are n-qubit quantum states that exhibit correlations

corresponding to classical graphs25. Generally speaking, graph states
are so-called stabilizer states, i.e., states, which are stabilized by
elements of the Pauli group. Precisely, given a classical graph G= (V,
E), where V denotes the set of vertices and E the set of edges, the
graph state Gj i is defined as the unique+ 1 eigenstate of the set of
operators

Ka ¼ σðaÞ
x

Y
ða;bÞ2E

σðbÞ
z ; (3)

for all a∈ V, where the superscript indicates on which qubit the Pauli
operator is acting on. In other words, Ka Gj i ¼ Gj i for all a∈ V and Ka

as defined in Eq. (3). One easily verifies that the state Gj i can also be
explicitly written as

Gj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p 0j ia G=aj i þ 1j ia
Y

σNðaÞz G=aj i
� �

; (4)

for any vertex α ϵV, where N(a) refers to the neighborhood of vertex
a. This decomposition turns out to be useful, e.g., when merging two
graph states.

Bell-measurement. We make use of different quantum operations
acting on entangled states. A Bell-measurement is a joint
measurement between two qubits, that can be part of some
larger entangled state, such that the joint state of the qubits is
projected into one of the elements of the Bell basis (Eq. (1)). We
consider Bell-measurements between different states. First, we
consider a Bell-measurement between two GHZ-states of arbitrary
size, say states GHZmj i and GHZnj i. The state after the
measurement is, up to local correction operations, given by
GHZnþm�2j i. On the other hand, we make use of a Bell-
measurement between an arbitrary single-qubit state, e.g.,
φj i ¼ α 0j i þ β 1j i, and a GHZ-state of size n+ 1, i.e., GHZnþ1j i.
The state after the measurement reads as

α 0j i�n þ β 1j i�n; (5)

up to local corrections of the form 1; σ�n
z ; σ�n

x ; σ�n
x σ�n

z

	 

for each

measurement outcome Φij i.
An extension to qudit systems is straightforward, and results in

a state of the form

Xd�1

i¼0

αi ij i�n; (6)

where one uses a d-level GHZ state, i.e., a state of the form Eq. (6)
with αi ¼ 1=

ffiffiffi
d

p
and n+ 1 systems as input.

We also observe that a GHZ-state is local unitary (LU) equivalent
to a graph state. Specifically, we can transform a GHZ state of size
n into a graph state by the following local transformation. A GHZ-
state of size n is stabilized by operators of the form σ

ð1Þ
z � σ

ðiÞ
z for

2 ≤ i ≤ n and σ�n
x . Now suppose that we apply a Hadamard

rotation to all qubits except the first. Then, because HσzH= σx, the
stabilizers transform to σ

ð1Þ
z � σ

ðiÞ
x for 2 ≤ i ≤ n and σx � σ

�ðn�1Þ
z ,

which corresponds to the stabilizers of the star graph state.

Cutting of graph states. Graph states show a simple behavior
under Pauli measurement of single qubits, which can be
described by graphical rules on the corresponding graph.
Consider a graph state of the form Eq. (4). A measurement with
respect to the Pauli σz operator on qubit a has the effect that
qubit a is cut from the rest of the graph state and the resulting
state is G=aj i, up to

Q
σ
NðaÞ
z corrections. Other Pauli measure-

ments lead to additional changes of the resulting graph state, see
ref. 25 for details.

Merging of graph states. Consider two graph states, G1j i and
G2j i, of the form Eq. (4). We want to merge the vertices a1∈ V1
and a2∈ V2 into a single vertex ~a1. For that purpose we measure a1
and a2 with respect to the operators P0 ¼ 0j i 00h j þ 1j i 11h j and
P1 ¼ 0j i 01h j þ 1j i 10h j. Assuming we find the measurement out-
come 0 w.r.t. {P0, P1}, the resulting state reads

G1j i G2j i !P0 ;P1f g 1ffiffiffi
2

p 0j iea1 G1 ∪G2= ea1j i þ 1j iea1 Y σ
Na1 ∪Na2
z G1 ∪G2= ea1j i

� �
;

(7)

where the state is renormalized. In case the outcome 1 is found in
the measurement, one can restore the state of Eq. (7) by applying
a correction operation of the form

Q
σ
Nða2Þ
z . That is, the resulting

state corresponds to a graph state G1 ∪G2j i where the two
vertices a1 and a2 are merged into one vertex denoted as ~a1.
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Quantum networks and relation to previous work
The construction of large-scale quantum networks involves several
obstacles that need to be overcome. For instance, sending
quantum states directly over unconditionally long distances is
not possible due to the No-Cloning theorem26. This obstacles are
addressed by so-called quantum repeaters27,28, which enable for
long-distance quantum communication. Different approaches for
building quantum repeaters exist, such as by directly utilizing
channels and using quantum error correction29,30, or by exploiting
bipartite31,32, and multipartite entanglement33,34. Quantum net-
works utilize quantum repeaters to generate entanglement over
arbitrary distances. Quantum networks are also constructed by
different approaches, e.g., by using bipartite entanglement (also
referred to as quantum repeater networks16,35–37), and by using
multipartite entanglement15,17,38,39. In addition, noise and imper-
fections in transmission channels and network devices have to be
tackled. This is the subject of study in fault-tolerant quantum
computation40,41, quantum error correction and entanglement
distillation protocols42,43. Finally, also the organization, manage-
ment, operation and design of quantum networks poses a
significant challenge14–17.
Two different approaches how to organize and build quantum

networks exist: bottom-up14 or top-down15,17. In a bottom-up
approach quantum networks combine the resources of the
network, e.g., quantum channels or entanglement, depending
on the task, in an appropriate manner. For example, suppose that
three clients of a quantum network request to share a three qubit
GHZ-state. In a bottom-up approach, the quantum network
devices need to route and make use of the local resources to
fulfill the request35,36,39,44,45. In contrast, quantum networks using
a top-down approach first prepare a universal resource, which the
devices use later to complete all required tasks. For that purpose,
quantum networks mainly use multipartite entangled quantum
states. If now clients issue a task to the network, the devices
manipulate these states according to the task. Top-down quantum
networks minimize the waiting times for clients and result in
states with higher fidelity (due to less merging). However, the
network devices need to prepare the universal resource before-
hand, and store them until the task should be performed.
Parallelism in quantum information processing closely relates to

adding quantum control to operations, which was investigated in
a variety of contexts. For instance, in46 it was shown that a
universal quantum gate array is not feasible, whereas approximate
implementations thereof seem to be viable47. Superposed access
to quantum random access memory was investigated in48. In a
same vein, several works have analyzed how quantum systems
can undergo independent processes in superposition in a
controlled way19, where some of the techniques introduced,
e.g., quantum forking20, are related with the ones used in this
work, applied in different contexts.
Coherently controlling the order of applying unitaries was

subject of study in ref. 49, which was experimentally verified in50,
where analyses are performed within the indefinite causal order
framework51,52. In addition, the possibility of adding quantum
control to unknown operation has been studied in53,54. The
preparation of quantum states in superposition, by applying
controlled unitaries, has also received attention. In particular, it has
been shown that the so-called quantum adder for quantum
states55,56 is, in general, not realizable. However, when partial
information of the states is available, a quantum adder turns out
to be probabilistically feasible56,57. This has been experimentally
investigated in58,59. Note that our approach goes beyond multi-
path routing as considered, e.g., in refs. 60,61, where resources are
used in a parallel, but not a superposed way.
Here, we provide a general framework of how to perform

classical tasks in a quantum network in a coherent superposed
way, thereby making quantum networks genuine quantum. Given

that using quantum coherence and entanglement as a valuable
resource is intrinsic to many applications in quantum technologies,
we propose an approach that consider this also in a communica-
tion scenario or in a quantum network at the level of the control
plane, where also classical tasks are controlled and performed in a
coherent way. Adding coherent control to classical tasks and
processes does seem contradictory at first thought, as this is in
contrast to the standard treatment of measurement processes.
Indeed, we give strong indications that this is impossible in
general, however in turn we show how one can mimick the desired
behavior for all relevant tasks within a quantum network.
The key tool we develop is mimicking the outcome of

coherently controlled measurements, i.e., performing a measure-
ment or not, in a coherent superposition of the two branches.
Other methods we use are in part extensions and generalizations
of schemes discussed in different contexts, but which have not
been applied (and need to be significantly adapted) in a
communication scenario. More specifically, in contrast to this
former work of adding quantum control to operations, the results
we present here differ in two key points. First, we do not require to
coherently control the application of all different possible kinds of
operations. More precisely, we restrict the set of coherently
controlled operations that the network devices apply to be chosen
from a finite set of possible transformations. Second, we do not
aim to prepare a superposition of completely unknown states, or
to superpose unknown operations. In contrast, we study the
distributed preparation of superpositions of known quantum
states by mimicking quantum control of classical tasks. We do not
assume the states that shall be brought into superposition to be
available a priori, but we coherently control the generation
process (unitaries and measurements), which each network device
implements onto some network resource. In general the desired
process is known, or part of a finite set of possible operations.
In principle, quantum networks can complete different tasks. In

this work we focus on two main tasks: the transmission of
quantum information between two (or more) distant communica-
tion partners, and the generation of multipartite entangled states
shared among different clients15–17,62.
Some of the concrete (sub)tasks we investigate in this work

include:

(i) Sending of quantum information by means of quantum
teleportation22.

(ii) Sending of qubits via quantum channels.
(iii) Sending of quantum information through certain paths of a

network.
(iv) Distribution of quantum information among network

devices.
(v) Preparation of certain multipartite entangled states between

arbitrary network devices under request, including state
manipulation (e.g., cutting and merging of graph states).

(vi) Addressing of network devices.

There exist works that study these tasks in detail. For instance, in36

it was studied how to determine paths in quantum repeater
networks. In contrast, refs. 15,38 study how to generate graph
states in quantum networks. However, all of these works have in
common that they investigate a single task or a classical mixture
of them. A classical mixture can be seen as an incoherent
superposition, and in opposition, in this work we provide
functionalities that empower a quantum network such that it is
able to also complete these tasks in a coherent superposition. As
we will show, there are several situations in which it is useful and
beneficial to complete tasks in a coherent superposition,
compared to completing them individually or considering the
corresponding classical mixture of tasks. In the following, we refer
as coherent superposition or superposition indistinctly indicating
the quantum superposition.
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Superposition of tasks in quantum networks
In the following we outline the problem setting we consider in this
work, as well as the general idea about how we tackle the
problem.
For that purpose we consider a quantum network that

comprises n quantum network devices. The network devices
connect in an arbitrary manner, either by some entangled
resource state or via quantum channels. We illustrate our
approach for entanglement-based quantum networks throughout
the paper, as this case is conceptually simpler. We show later how
to extend it to other situations and settings.
We summarize the entanglement resource of the quantum

network as the state ψj ires. Additionally, we denote as ψj iaux the
global state of the auxiliary qubits belonging to the network
devices. These auxiliary qubits are systems locally prepared by
each device in a suitably way, and the number of auxiliary qubits
stored depends on each task and scenario. The goal of the
quantum network is to enable for the coherent completion of
different tasks, such as those mentioned above. We first consider
tasks in a limited sense, where we deal with the preparation of
superpositions of quantum states. We discuss later if and how this
can be extended to more general settings. By this we mean also
the superpositions of “applications”, e.g., superpositions of
sending and not sending, sending among different paths,
encoding of information into superposition of different codes, or
performing a BB84 protocol in a superposed way.
Suppose that the request for the quantum network is to prepare

a superposition of m different tasks represented by quantum
states, i.e., the states ψ1j i; ¼ ; ψmj i, with weights α1; ¼ ; αm 2 C.
Precisely, the state that shall be prepared by the network devices
(the ones actively involved in the realization of the particular

tasks), referred to as target state, reads as

ψT1

�� � ¼Xm�1

i¼0

αi ij ic ψij i; (8)

where each state ψij i defines the completion of each particular
task and can involve resource as well as auxiliary systems. In some
cases, the external quantum control (sub-index c) can be
deterministically detached, leading to a target state of the form

ψT2

�� � ¼Xm�1

i¼0

αi ψij i: (9)

In order to prepare the states of Eqs. (8) and (9), we propose the
following procedure. The tasks the network should perform are
specified by a quantum state of a single qudit that one of the
parties prepares or receives from outside,

Xm�1

i¼0

αi ij i; (10)

which we also refer to as weight state. The coefficients αi∈ C of
this state specify the weights of the superposed target tasks ψij i,
and is supplemented by additional classical information on the
operations to be performed. Together with a previously shared
n+ 1 qudit GHZ-state

1ffiffiffiffi
m

p
Xm�1

i¼0

ij i�ðnþ1Þ; (11)

the parties can prepare the required control state via Bell
measurement by the initiator device (Eq. (6)):

ψRj i ¼
Xm�1

i¼0

αi ij i�n
c ; (12)

We refer to this resulting state as request state. Quantum control
of further operations is determined by this request state. The
scheme is depicted in Fig. 1. Note that the size of the state Eq. (12)
depends on the number of devices of the network that take part
in this process, and its dimensionality depends on the number of
constituents of the final superposition.
An important observation in Eq. (12) is that each quantum

network device stores exactly one qudit. This enables each
network device to apply controlled unitaries on the resource and
auxiliary states ψj ires ψj iaux of the quantum network. We imitate
the behavior of controlled-tasks by suitably adding control at the
level of unitary operations. More specifically, the request state of
Eq. (17) enables the quantum network device j to apply controlled
unitaries Ui for 0 ≤ i ≤m− 1, i.e., operations of the form

CðjÞ
i ¼ ð1� ij i ih jÞ � 1ðjÞ þ ij i ih j � UðjÞ

i : (13)

Each device is provided beforehand, together with Eq. (10), with a
classical description of what unitary they have to apply for each
state of the control register.
Unitaries UðjÞ

i for 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 are coherently applied by all
quantum network devices, i.e., the application of the controlled
unitaries of Eq. (13) for 0 ≤ i ≤m− 1 and all 0 ≤ j ≤ n− 1 to the
resource and auxiliary state ψj ires ψj iaux results in the state

ψCj i ¼ Qm�1

k¼0

Nn
j¼1

CðjÞ
k

Pm�1

i¼0
αi ij i�n

c ψj ires ψj iaux

¼ Pm�1

i¼0
αi ij i�n

c Uð1Þ
i � ¼ � UðnÞ

i ψj ires ψj iaux:
(14)

Therefore, the request state ψRj i of Eq. (12) enables the network
devices to apply unitaries in a coherently, controlled and
synchronized manner (see also Fig. 1). These unitary operations
are applied on both, the resource and the auxiliary qubits, which
are adequately prepared by each device.

C( ) C( )

C( )C( )

| ⟩
⨂

| ⟩| ⟩ | ⟩

Bell-meas.

| ⟩ | ⟩

| ⟩

Fig. 1 Problem setting. Schematic illustration of the overall process
for a four-device quantum network. Upper-left device acts as
initiator. Each gray vertex represents all the resource and auxiliary
qubits that each device owns. First (upper-left), the initiator device
prepares the weight state of Eq. (10), which corresponds to the
orange vertex. Further, we require that the four quantum network
devices share a five qudit GHZ-state, see Eq. (11), which comprises
the blue vertices. After the Bell-measurement, the four quantum
network devices share the state ψRj i of Eq. (12). In second place
(upper-right), each device applies the corresponding controlled
unitaries, using the request state ψRj i and their auxiliary qubits
ψj iaux , to the resource state of the network ψj ires in a coherent way.

The maps C(i) are defined as CðiÞ ¼Qm�1
k¼0 CðiÞ

k , i.e., the product of all
controlled unitaries for one particular network device. In this way,
the desired coherent superposition is generated (bottom-right).
Finally, all control registers, except the initiator one, are measured
and the desired superposed state (up to corrections) of Eq. (16) is
generated (bottom-left).
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In a next step, all quantum network devices except the initiator
device measure their qudits w.r.t. the generalized Pauli σx
observable, such that kj i�n

c ! kj ic, up to phases. In this way,
the initiator device becomes the only one still holding the control
system of the resulting state. One straightforwardly verifies that
we can always transform the resulting state to

Xm�1

i¼0

αi ij icUð1Þ
i � ¼ � UðnÞ

i ψj ires ψj iaux; (15)

by applying local corrections consisting of some phases that can
be corrected by simply acting on the remaining control register.
By defining φij i ¼ Uð1Þ

i � ¼ � UðnÞ
i ψj i ψj iaux; we can rewrite Eq.

(15) to

Xm�1

i¼0

αi ij ic φij i; (16)

where the states φij i involve the resource and auxiliary qubits in a
non-trivial way.
The suitable application of the unitaries in a controlled way

intends to imitate the behavior of certain tasks in a coherent way.
As we show later, in order to accomplish this and generate the
target state ψT1

�� �
of Eq. (8), such that states φij i relate to the states

ψij i, each particular task has to always be implemented. The
implementation of the task usually involves measurements, such
as a Bell-measurement or a merging measurement. The crucial
point is if these measurements are applied on desired or on
dummy states. In this way, adding control at the level of unitaries
allows us to effectively add quantum control at the level of tasks.
We remark that the unitaries are known, and correspond to SWAP
operations.
In case that one wants to get rid of the control qubit and end

up with states of the form Eq. (9), we observe that, in general, this
is not possible. A measurement of the generalized Pauli σx
observable on the qudit of the initiator device may lead to a
change of the weights αi of the superposition in Eq. (9), therefore
jeopardizing the coherence. However, in case that the states
ψ1j i; ¼ ; ψmj i are mutually orthogonal, one obtains with prob-
ability 1/m the state

Pm�1
i¼0 αieχ i ψij i via a generalized Pauli σx

measurement, up to unwanted phases χi. In some cases these
phases can be corrected using local operations on the remaining
systems, although this is not always possible. Hence, orthogonality
of the final constituents turns out to be a crucial property. We
propose below a procedure that in some relevant cases allows us
to guarantee this orthogonality and correct unwanted phases,
therefore being able to get rid of the control register determinis-
tically. In all other cases, additional entanglement is required to
resolve this issue.

Fully quantum description. So far, we have assumed that the
description of the desired target states and the required actions is
given classically for all branches. This is typically the case for all
single-task requests in networks, and hence it is also natural to
assume this for the superposition of tasks.
However, we point out that this description can be made fully

quantum. In order to achieve this, a program register is attached
and sent to the devices, which encodes the information of the
actions to be performed by each device, depending on the
request state. Thus, the global state can be defined as

ψCj i ¼
Xm�1

i¼0

αi ij i�n
c ϕðiÞ

U

��� E�n
 !

ψj ires ψj iaux: (17)

This program register has to be attached together with the
request qubits that are distributed among the network devices, by
modifying the GHZ state construction of Eqs. (10)–(12). The first
register of Eq. (17) is the request register of Eq. (12), a bit-string
data register, which defines the operations applied in each case.

The second register is the aforementioned program register. The
program register encodes the information of all the unitary
operations needed, and is implemented in each device j by a
programmable quantum array gate, in analogy to46,47. It has the
following effect:

GðjÞ ψj i � ϕUj i½ � ¼ Uj
k ψj i

� �
� RUj

k

��� E
; (18)

where RUj i is some residual state. Essentially, for any input control
state, it invokes the operation

Q
k kj ic kh j � UðjÞ

k , where Uj
k acts

locally on the resource and auxiliary qubits of the j network device.
Note that, following46,47, a deterministic programmable array is
realizable when considering a finite number of tasks, e.g., the
generation of superpositions of graph states, since in this case we
deal with a finite number of unitary transformations to be
encoded and invoked by the program register. When demanding
full functionality, i.e., an infinite number of possible tasks asuch as
the generation of all possible target states, the restrictions of
programable gate arrays apply46,47. Observe also that, even for a
finite number of tasks, the residual states have to be taken into
account during the rest of the process and, in principle, cannot be
detached deterministically.

Mimicking quantum-controlled classical tasks
We show here indications that adding quantum control to
classical tasks in a way that is desirable for our purpose is in
general impossible. We introduce an approach based on
controlled unitary operations that allows us to overcome this
problem and imitate the effect of different controlled tasks,
including controlled measurements on partially known states or
controlled sending of information, in a coherent way. We show
applications of our approach that allow one to effectively add
quantum control to different classical processes.

Coherent controlled measurements on arbitrary pure states. The
feasibility of adding quantum control to quantum measurements
has not been explored previously. Given the fact that adding
control to unknown unitaries is in general impossible52–54, one can
expect similar no-go results for adding control to measurements.
In addition, a measurement is by definition an incoherent process,
which poses additional challenges when attempting to add
control in a coherent way.
The first challenge is already a proper definition of the desired

functionality, i.e., how one formally defines a controlled-
measurement operation. A formal discussion about it goes beyond
the purpose of this paper. We restrict ourselves to one particular
desired effect of a transformation that can be interpreted as a
certain kind of controlled projective measurement acting on pure
states. Several indications show that the transformation we
require is not a valid quantum operation in general (see
Supplementary Discussion). However, we also show that we can
actually mimick the desired behavior on pure states, which is
sufficient for our purpose. In the following we consider performing
known measurements on unknown quantum states, and adding
control to this process. We will later restrict to performing known
measurements on partially known quantum states.
The desired effect of the transformation is to obtain a coherent

superposition of a state being measured or not, depending on the
state of an additional quantum control register. In particular, if the
control register is 0j i, the input state should remain the same. If
the control register is 1j i, a particular, pre-defined measurement
should be performed on the input state. A measurement is
however a stochastic process, where with certain probability one
out of several outcomes is obtained. What we actually demand is
that for each of the possible outcomes of the measurement
(which we also denote as branches), we obtain a coherent
superposition of the unperturbed state, and the properly
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renormalized state after obtaining this particular measurement
outcome, in such a way that the weights in the superposition are
the same for all branches. In addition, each of the branches should
happen with the probability pk, that corresponds to the
measurement outcome k.
Therefore, consider two qubit registers. The first one, the control

register, is given by the state

φj ic ¼ α0 0j i þ α1 1j i; (19)

where coefficients α0 and α1 define the weights of the desired
superposition. The measurement is performed in a controlled way
on some pure target state ψj i. We consider a POVM {Ak} withP

kA
y
kAk ¼ 1. When obtaining an outcome k, the state after the

measurement is given by ψkj i ¼ Ak ψj i= ffiffiffiffiffi
pk

p
, which occurs with

probability pk ¼ ψh jAy
kAk ψj i. The desired effect for an arbitrary

projective measurement M is thus

φj ic ψj it ! fpk; α0 0j ic ψj it þ α1 1j i ψkj ig: (20)

Notice that we have left out an additional register for the state
of the measurement apparatus, as one would usually include in a
formal description of the measurement process. In a standard
description, including the state of the measurement apparatus,
the target state for a particular result of the measurement would
read as α0 0j ic ψj it 0j im þ α1 1j ic ψkj it kj im. The states kj im of the
measurement apparatus indicate different measurement out-
comes, where 0j im corresponds to the case where no measure-
ment is performed. All states of the measurement apparatus are
mutually orthogonal and classical (and can hence be copied). This
implies that one would actually obtain an incoherent mixture of
the unmeasured state and the different measurement branch. One
may circumvent this problem—as we do later—by actually always
performing a measurement, either on a dummy state to preserve
the input state ψj i, or on ψj i. In this case the resulting state isP

k
ffiffiffiffiffi
pk

p ðα0 0j ic ψj it þ α1 1j ic ψkj iÞ kj im, i.e., the state of the mea-
surement register factors out.
We give some further details in Supplementary Discussion. In

general, the transformation of Eq. (20) is however non-linear, and
can hence not be realized by a quantum mechanical process.
There is also an inconsistency for mixed input states. If one takes
this desired behavior—that is only defined for pure states—to
derive the action on mixed states, this action is actually not well
defined. When we assume linearity (i.e., the existence of a
quantum mechanical process that can realize the desired behavior
in general) and consider two equivalent descriptions of a mixed
state using different basis states, one obtains different predictions
for the target state. We take this as indications that adding control
even to known measurements is in general impossible. We leave a
formal description and discussion to further work.

Controlled measurements on known states. Although the trans-
formation of the previous section seems in general not physically
realizable, we show how one can effectively reproduce its effect in

a suitable way. To this aim we consider a two-outcome projective
measurement with a qubit control register for simplicity. However,
an extension to general measurements is straightforward. Con-
sider three qubit registers, a control, a target and an auxiliary
register. The process now consists of the following steps. First, we
apply a controlled swap operation, also known as Fredkin
gate63,64, acting on the target and the auxiliary qubit, which is
controlled by the control qubit (see Fig. 2). After that, we measure
the auxiliary qubit. In order to induce the coherent superposition
from the control qubit, we need to choose the auxiliary qubit
accordingly. Note that we denote here the input state to be
measured as target state.
The initial global state is given by Ψj i ¼ φj ic � φj it � ϕj iaux,

with φj ic ¼ α0 0j i þ α1 1j i, φj it ¼
P

i¼0;1ci ij i, and some auxiliary
state ϕj iaux. After the controlled swap operation is applied (Fig. 2),
we find

Ψj iin ¼ α0 0j ic � φj it � ϕj iaux þ α1 1j ic � ϕj it � φj iaux: (21)

Finally, a general projective measurement P0; P1f g ¼
ψ0j i ψ0h j; ψ1j i ψ1h jf g is performed on the auxiliary qubit. In order to

maintain the weights of the superposition unchanged, the auxiliary
qubit has to be suitably prepared depending on the measurement
basis and the target state. Therefore, the measurement basis, as well
as the amplitude probability distribution of the target state, has to be
known. The target state can be written in the measurement basis
ψ0j i; ψ1j if g, i.e., φj it ¼

P
j;i ψj ij i
�

ψj

�� �. The auxiliary state has to be

prepared with amplitude probabilities
P

i ψj ij i
��� ��2, also written in the

measurement basis. In this case, after the measurement is performed
and the outcome, say 0 (from P0), is obtained, the resulting global
state is

Ψj if ¼ α0 0j ic � φj it � ψ0j iaux þ α1 1j ic � ϕj it � ψ0j iaux; (22)

with probability
P

i ψ0 ij ih�� ��2. In this way, a superposition of the target
state being measured or not is generated.
Although this construction might not seem very useful at this

stage, interesting properties arise from it when, e.g., the target state is
part of a larger entangled state. Consider a system a from an arbitrary
entangled state where a belongs to party A, who performs the
controlled measurement. The state of a is determined by its reduced
density operator ρa. Given the same projective measurement as
before, i.e., ψ0j i; ψ1j if g, the auxiliary qubit of A has to be adequately
prepared in some pure state ρaux ¼ ϕj iaux ϕh j. The weights of this
state are again chosen in order to ensure the same probabilities for
the measurement outcomes as for ρa, i.e.

ϕh jψiij j2 ¼ tr Piρað Þ; (23)

where Pi defines each projector ψij i ψih j of the measurement. By
writing the auxiliary state in the measurement basis,
ϕj iaux ¼ α0 ψ0j i þ α1 ψ1j i, one can immediately see that the weights
α0, α1 need to be chosen accordingly to the diagonal elements of the
reduced density operator ρa, also written in the measurement basis,
such that

αij j2 ¼ ðρiiaÞ ψ0j i; ψ1j if g: (24)

Once the state is prepared, the controlled swap is performed
between ρa and ρaux, followed by the measurement of the auxiliary
system. Since both branches have the same probability distribution,
the coherence of the final state is guaranteed. For instance, if the
controlled measurement in the σx basis is done on parts of a larger
maximally entangled state, weights can always be kept equal by
preparing the auxiliary system in the 1

21 state. In the same direction, if
the larger entangled state is some arbitrary graph state, this
construction allows us to coherently cut qubit a, ending up with a
superposition of the system a being part—or not—of the graph state.
We explain in detail this, and the completion of other controlled
tasks, in the following section.

⟩|

⟩|

⟩|

Fig. 2 Controlled measurement. It is performed by a controlled-
swap operation, also known as Fredkin gate63,64, followed by the
measurement of the auxiliary qubit. The auxiliary state has to be
suitably prepared depending on the measurement basis and the
target state, in order to guarantee that the weights of the final
superposition do not change.
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Note that we require partial knowledge of the measurement basis
and the target state. However, this does not represent a problem for
our purposes, as we show later. Note also that generalization to
qudits and to general multi-outcome measurements is
straightforward.

Algorithm 1. Controlled measurement. Input: Known state φj it.
1. Prepare auxiliary state ϕj iaux depending on φj it and the

measurement basis.
2. Apply a controlled swap on φj it and φj iaux.
3. Measure auxiliary system.

Output: Superposed state with φj it measured and not measured.

Controlled measurements on parts of entangled states. The
mechanisms presented above, suitably applied to parts of network
entangled states, allow us to coherently control classical tasks for
different purposes. This enable to complete certain network tasks
in superposition. Among the tasks that can be performed in a
coherent way, we present below concrete protocols for coherent
teleportation, graph cutting and graph merging. We restrict the
analysis, without loss of generality, to qubit systems and super-
positions with two constituents for simplicity, but a generalization
for an arbitrary number of elements and for qudit systems is
straightforward. Crucially, the processes do not change the initial
amplitudes in any case.

Coherent-tasks protocols
We detail here different protocols that arise from the tools
introduced above.

Controlled sending. Consider the simplest scenario of sending
quantum information via teleportation, where a state is teleported
by performing a Bell measurement between the state that is
teleported and one constituent of a Bell state. One can add control
to this process and create a coherent superposition of sending
and not sending the state information by applying the following
procedure.
Consider the setting shown in Fig. 3. Parties A and B initially

share a Bell state and party A prepares the arbitrary unknown state
ψj ia1 , which shall be teleported in a controlled way. Additionally,
party A possesses two auxiliary qubits, ax1 and ax2, initialized in
the states 0j iax1 and þj iax2 respectively. Party A also owns the
control register c. We refer to Supplementary Discussion for
details. The protocol involves the following steps. First, party A

applies a controlled swap operation between qubits a1, ax1 and
a2, ax2 simultaneously, followed by a Bell measurement f Φij ig
between qubits ax1 and ax2. The controlled swap transformation is
described as

Cswap ¼ 0j ic 0h j � 1a1 � 1ax1 � 1a2 � 1ax2þ
þ 1j ic 1h j � Uswap

a1;ax1 � Uswap
a2;ax2 ;

(25)

where Uswap
i;j ¼ 00j i 00h j þ 01j i 10h j þ 10j i 01h j þ 11j i 11h j. More

formally, the protocol starts with the following overall state:

Ψj iin ¼ α0 0j ic þ α1 1j ic
� �

ψj ia1 Φþ�� �
a2b

0j iax1 þj iax2 ; (26)

where tensor products have been omitted for simplicity. After the
controlled swap of Eq. (25) is performed, a Bell measurement is
carried out on qubits ax1 and ax2. Assuming that the outcome of
the Bell measurement is Φij iax1ax2 ; the final state reads

Ψj if ¼ α0 0j ic ψj ia1 Φþ�� �
a2b

þ α1 1j ic 0j ia1 þj ia2σi ψj ib
� �

Φij iax1ax2 :
(27)

Note that the global state has been re-normalized and the w
eights of the superposition remain unchanged. Depending on the
measurements outcome i, correction operations are necessary.
This just involves controlled Pauli correction operations σi on qubit
b, which only need to be applied if the state was sent (i.e., control
state is 1j i). Since the control register belongs to party A, this
correction can also be implemented by B always applying the
unitary σi on qubit b, followed by party A applying the controlled
unitary 0j ic 0h j � σT

i þ 1j ic 1h j � 1. We refer the reader to Supple-
mentary Discussion for details.
Observe that if the control qubit is in the state 0j i, the protocol

preserves the state ψj i in the qubit a1 of party A, and the Bell state
Φþ�� �

shared between A and B (qubits a2 and b). A coherent
superposition of sending and not sending the state ψj i is hence
achieved. Note that we are able to teleport an unknown state, i.e.,
the restrictions of partially knowing the state on which applying
the controlled measurement do not apply. The reason is that we
perform the measurement on part of a maximally entangled state
in one branch, which corresponds to a uniform probability
distribution for the different measurement outcomes, indepen-
dent of the state to be teleported. The same is true for the second
branch, where the Bell measurement is performed on a product
state 0j i þj i instead. We show below a procedure to determinis-
tically detach the control register of Eq. (27), ensuring the
orthogonality of the constituents of the remaining superposition.
We have shown how controlled sending works by means of

quantum teleportation. Nevertheless, this formalism is in principle
extendible for sending of information through quantum channels,
where a dummy state or a desired state is sent through the
channel in a coherent controlled way.

Algorithm 2. Controlled teleportation. Inputs: Bell state between
and B, unknown state ψj ia1 .

1. A prepares auxiliary states 0j iax1 and þj iax2 .
2. A applies controlled swap on a1, a2 and ax1, ax2.
3. A applies a Bell measurement on ax1, ax2.
4. Correction operations depending on the measurement

outcome.

Output: Superposition of the state ψj ia1 teleported and not
teleported to B.

Controlled cutting of graph states. Based on the samemechanisms,
we discuss here the possibility of controlled-cutting on parts of
graphs states in a coherent way. Consider a general graph state of
the form Eq. (4). Assume one aims to construct a state in
superposition of the unaltered graph state and the graph state with

⟩|

⟩|0 ⟩|+

a b

⟩|

⟩|0 ⟩|0

aa
⟩|0

⟩|0

aa

⟩|

1

2

1

2
+

Fig. 3 Controlled sending. Schematic representation of controlled
sending, both the initial state (top) and the final superposition
(bottom). Party A possesses four qubits that are coherently either
swapped or not in a controlled and simultaneous way, followed by a
Bell measurement of the auxiliary systems ax1, ax2. A superposition
of the state φj i teleported and kept by A (i.e., not sent) is generated.
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qubit a measured out in the computational basis. The party a
additionally owns a control register, and one auxiliary system
initially prepared in the þj iaux state. The initial state is hence
given by

Ψj iin ¼ α0 0j ic þ α1 1j ic
� �

Gj i þj iaux: (28)

We now imitate a controlled cutting of qubit a of the graph state by
first applying a controlled swap between the qubits a and aux (see
Eq. (4)), leading to

Ψj i ¼ α0 0j ic Gj i þj iauxþ
1ffiffi
2

p α1 1j ic þj ia G=aj i 0j iaux þ þj ia
Q

σNa
z G=aj i 1j iaux

� �
:

(29)

A single-qubit projective measurement is now performed on the
auxiliary system in the computational basis. The resulting state reads

Ψj if ¼ 1ffiffi
2

p α0 0j ic Gj i ij iaux þ 1ffiffi
2

p α1 1j ic þj ia
Q

σNa
z

� �i
G=aj i ij iaux;

(30)

where i= {0, 1} is the measurement outcome and the state is not
normalized. Assuming the outcome of the measurement is the 0j i
state, and after re-normalization, the final state is

Ψj if ¼ α0 0j ic Gj i þ α1 1j ic þj ia G=aj i� �
0j iaux: (31)

Observe that the graph state Gj i does not change if the control qubit
is 0j i, but the operation removes all the edges between vertex
a and its neighborhood of the graph state Gj i if the control qubit is
1j i. Furthermore, the weights of the superposition remain
unchanged.
In case the measurement outcome is 1j i, a controlled correction

unitary of the form 0j i 0h j � 1þ 1j i 1h j �QNa
σz is required to

recover state Eq. (31). Note that this operation is always realizable
locally since the rest of devices, concretely Na, possesses their own
control systems, see Eq. (12), before applying the final transformation
of Eq. (15).

Algorithm 3. Controlled cutting. Input: Graph state G.

1. Node a of G prepares an auxiliary qubit in þj iaux.
2. Node a applies a controlled swap on a and aux
3. aux system is measured in the computational basis.

Output: Superposition of a measured out and not measured
from G.

Controlled merging and state manipulation. These techniques can
be further combined and extended to obtain full functionality for
controlled state preparation of graph states. In order to obtain this
functionality, we discuss here controlled-merging of different
graph states. Consider two graph states G1j i; G2j i of the form Eq.
(4), which we want to merge the vertices a1, a2. We make use of
the merging measurement operation defined by P0 ¼ 0j i 00h jþf
1j i 11h j; P1 ¼ 0j i 01h j þ 1j i 10h jg (see Eq. (7)). Assume that qubits
a1, a2 belong to party A, which also possesses an auxiliary qubit
prepared in þj iaux: The initial state is therefore Ψj iin ¼
α0 0j ic þ α1 1j ic
� �

G1j i G2j i þj iaux: The controlled merging com-
prises the following steps. First, party A performs a controlled
swap between qubits a2 and aux. Note that the swap operation is
now applied in case the control register is in the 0j i state. Next,
party A applies the merging measurement of Eq. (7) on qubits a1
and a2, merging them into one vertex ~a1. Observe that the
superposition amplitudes do not change. More precisely, the state
before the merging measurement is:

Ψj i ¼ 1
2 α0 0j ic 0j ia1 G1=a1j i þ 1j ia1

Q
σ
Na1
z G1=a1j i

� �
�

þj ia2 G2=a2j i 0j iaux þ þj ia2
Q

σ
Na2
z G2=a2j i 1j iaux

� �
þ

þ α1 1j ic G1j i G2j i þj iaux;

(32)

up to normalization. In Supplementary Discussion the details of
the process are provided. If the merging measurement is now
performed, and assuming that the outcome is 0, the resulting
state reads

Ψj if ¼ α0 0j ic G1j i G2j i þ α1 1j ic G1 ∪G2j i þj ia2 ; (33)

where qubits aux and a2 have been relabeled (see Supplemen-
tary Discussion). In case the outcome 1 is found in the merging
measurement, a controlled correction operation of the form
0j ic 0h j � 1þ 1j ic 1h j �Q σ

Na2
z is required to recover the state Eq.

(33). Therefore, the final state consists of a superposition
between two graph states preserved unaltered, if the control
qubit is in the 0j i state, and two merged graph states, if the
control register is in the 1j i state. Again, the reason why the
process can be performed on unknown (connected) graph states
is that at least one of the qubits to be measured is part of a
maximally entangled state.

Algorithm 4. Controlled merging. Input: Two graph states G1 and G2.

1. An auxiliary qubit is prepared in þj iaux.
2. Perform controlled swap between a2 from G2 and aux system.
3. Apply merging measurement between a1 and a2 from G1 and

G2.
4. Apply correction operations.

Output: Superposition of the two graph states unaltered (G1, G2)
and merged (G1 ∪ G2)

Example of quantum controlled request. Orthogonality of
states
We provide in the following a detailed example of a particular
quantum controlled request in a quantum network. As mentioned
before, orthogonality of constituents of the final superposition
turns out to be a crucial property to guarantee coherence when
dispatching the control register. We discuss possible solutions to
tackle this problem in general.

Example. With the tools and protocols introduced above, multiple
tasks can be completed in a coherent controlled manner. Consider
the following example of a network request. Each device of the
network represents a single user or node, and each of them shares a
Bell pair with each of the remaining ones. This is the initial entangled
resource state in an entanglement-based top-down approach to
quantum networks. Every node possesses an additional auxiliary
qubit per each resource Bell state it owns, apart from the control
register. In principle also a full quantum description of the desired
actions can be provided by adding a program register. In total, each
device stores 2+ 2(n− 1) qubits, where n is the number of users. For
simplicity, we assume that the network consists only of four devices,
such that the resource state is given by (see Fig. 5)

ψj ires ¼
O
ði;jÞ2E

Φþ�� �
ij ; (34)

with Φþ�� �
the Bell state B00 of Eq. (1) and E= {(i, j)∣(1 ≤ i < j ≤ 4)}.

Additionally, the auxiliary qubit of each device is initialized in the þj i
state. Note that a Bell state is LU-equivalent to a graph state, and the
choice of the state of the auxiliary qubits is hence motivated by the
merging measurement we consider (see Eq. (7)) for graph states. In
particular, the merging of a qubit of a graph state with a qubit in the
þj i state, retains the graph state unchanged. Besides, weight
invariance is also guaranteed for the superposition.
The desired target state, see Eq. (8), is a equal-weight super-

position of all the possible 3-party combinations of GHZ states, i.e.

Ψj if ¼
1
2

X4
i¼1

ij ic 0j ii GHZj iN=i: (35)
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where GHZj iN=i indicates a GHZ state shared among the other three
parties, excluding system i. The remaining auxiliary states are omitted
for simplicity.
The whole process is carried out by effective controlled operations

in every node. In each site, three "rounds" of controlled-merging
operations (see Fig. 4) are performed. Each round specifically consists
in taking two-by-two resource qubits, that are subsequently merged
—or not—in a controlled way. Following Fig. 4, the controlled swap
operations of each round are defined by the request control register
of each of the devices. In each round the result can be the merging
of the two resource Bell states at that site, or the resource Bell pair
not becoming part of a larger GHZ state, in case the swap has been
performed. In this last situation, the Bell state is retained at the
auxiliary level. Observe that for retaining the Bell pairs at the auxiliary
level, synchronized actions between devices are required. In
particular, in both devices the swap operation need to be performed
within a particular branch of the superposition, such that the initial
resource Bell state they share is kept between their auxiliary systems.
In order to obtain the target state of Eq. (35), one can combine
controlled-merging with controlled-cutting, such that the auxiliary
qubits are measured after each round and no entanglement is kept
at the auxiliary level.
Consider now only one branch of the superposition, the

corresponding to the element i= 1 of Eq. (35). Consider for instance
the device j= 4, which performs three controlled-merging rounds,
from which one involves the swapping, synchronized with device j=
1. The corresponding resource Bell state shared by j= 1 and j= 4 is
therefore kept at the auxiliary level. The other two parties do not
swap, and hence the resource Bell pairs are merged into a larger GHZ
state, leading to

Φþ�� �ðauxÞ
14 GHZj i234; (36)

where we have omitted the remaining resource and auxiliary qubit
states for simplicity. Observe that the Bell state in Eq. (36) involves
the auxiliary qubits of devices j= 1 and j= 4. We can combine this
with a controlled cutting process (see Eqs. (28)–(31)). After each
merging round, the auxiliary qubit is hence always measured in the
computational basis, such that the resulting state reads

0j i1 GHZj i234; (37)

where we have assumed the outcome 0j i of the measurement is
found and the remaining resource and all auxiliary qubit states are
again omitted. Note again that merging and cutting affects only this
branch of the superposition. In extension, this process applies for the
different branches and the different network devices, such that the
process of Fig. 5 is accomplished.
Observe that, when combining controlled merging and controlled

cutting, only one auxiliary qubit is required to be stored per site,

independently of the resource state. This auxiliary qubit is measured
in each round and prepared again in the þj i state, such that it can
be used for the next merging round. Note also that, in the case the
controlled cutting is included, entanglement kept at the auxiliary
level is destroyed. In contrast, if controlled cutting is not included in
the procedure, the resource entanglement is kept anyway, either at
the target or auxiliary level, but extra storage for auxiliary qubits is
needed for each device.
Following with the example, the state after the remaining

controlled operations and considering the different branches is
exactly of the form of Eq. (35) (see Fig. 5). Observe that the effect
of unwanted measurement outcomes can be adequately
corrected locally, as explained after Eq. (16). These procedures
are extensible for different initial entanglement resources and for
different desired states within the superposition, including, e.g.,
generation of superposition of states with different entangle-
ment properties. The applied operations depend entirely on the
desired target states.
In addition, one might aim to detach the control register from

Eq. (35), in order to obtain

Ψj if ¼
1
2

X4
i¼1

0j ii GHZj iN=i; (38)

in analogy to Eq. (9). From Eq. (35), the initiator device has to
measure its control register in the generalized Pauli X basis.
However, two problems arises at this stage. First, one can see
that the states of the superposition of Eq. (38) are not
orthogonal to each other. Therefore, Eq. (38) is not a coherent
superposition of the different constituents. On the other hand,
the X measurement of the control register can lead to unwanted
phases in the different elements of the superposition,
which cannot be a-priori corrected. This two inconveniences
can be adequately overcome by considering the following
modification.

Orthogonality of target states. Extra-level modification. We show a
modification that allow us to go from Eqs. (35)–(38) determinis-
tically, such that the coherence of the final superposition is
guaranteed. This modification can be extended to more
general cases.
A simple trick can be used to ensure orthogonality of the target

states. It consists in providing extra levels (qudits) for certain
systems and applying the controlled operation

CX ¼ 0j ic 0h j � 1i þ 1j ic 1h j � X2
i ; (39)

invoking the map 0j i; 1j if g ! 2j i; 3j if g between subspaces. In

G G

a a

aux

G

G

a

aux

G ∪ G

aux

a1

2

1

2
+

Fig. 4 Controlled merging. Schematic representation of controlled
merging where the protocol is accomplished in the following way. If
the control register is in the 0j i state, the protocol preserves the two
graph states unaltered, while the procedure merges the two graph
states if the control register is in the 1j i state.

+ + +
1

2

Fig. 5 Example. Schematic example of the initial state (upper
figure) of Eq. (34) and final desired superposition (bottom figure) of
Eq. (41). Red vertices represent the resource qubits and blue vertices
represent the auxiliary qubits, which are omitted in the bottom
picture for illustrative simplicity.
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Eq. (39), X is the generalized Pauli operator for d-level systems,
such that X jj i ¼ j � 1j i, with addition mod d. This controlled
operation becomes now part of the procedure, implemented in
suitable places for the different branches. Observe that this
operation should be applied before the control registers, except
the initiator one, are measured (see Eq. (16)). Following the
example of the previous section, the final state with the extra-level
modification reads now

Ψj if ¼
1
2

X4
i¼1

ij ic 2j ii GHZj iN=i : (40)

The control register can be now measured, ensuring the
orthogonality of the elements of the resulting superposition. Not
only the orthogonality issue is resolved, but one can also correct
the state in case of unwanted phases come from the measure-
ment of the control register. Depending on the outcome of the
measurement, each party applies an adequate controlled correc-
tion unitary of the form 1� 2j i 2h jð Þ � 1þ 2j i 2h j � UðiÞ, where
the operator U(i) depends on the outcome of the measurement
and the position it is applied. A coherent superposition

Ψj if ¼
1
2

X4
i¼1

2j ii GHZj iN=i; (41)

is finally found, where all the constituents are now orthogonal to
each other. Note that before each device was required to store
one qudit system, corresponding to the request register. With this
modification, more than one d-level systems have to be stored in
each station. We remark that two qubit systems can be always be
embedded to play the role of a four dimensional system, by
defining 00j i; 01j i; 10j i; 11j if g ! 0j i; 1j i; 2j i; 3j if g.
This modification can also be implemented, for instance, in the

controlled sending setting of Fig. 3, where target states are not
orthogonal if the control register is measured. There, one just
need to implement, at the final stage of the process, the
transformation 0j i; 1j if g ! 2j i; 3j if g in a controlled way. From
Eq. (27), this controlled operation is applied on the auxiliary
system a2 if the control register is in the 0j ic state, and on the
qubit a1 if the control register is in 1j ic
This mechanism can also be extended and used in more

general situations, for those target states whose constituents are
not orthogonal. In order to be able to apply this modification, for
each target state in the superposition there should always be a
different node, which is not involved in the process.

Quantum-controlled addressing
So far, we have shown how to provide quantum networks with a
truly quantum functionality, based on the generation of super-
positions of different tasks in a controlled way. This is
accomplished by mimicking the behavior of certain classical tasks
in a controlled way, always performing the task.
An additional addressing feature can be included on top of our

approach. Consider again a quantum network consisting of
different devices. Each device would own an addressing system,
adequately prepared in some quantum state. This register works
as an addressing register (ad), identifying each of the devices.
Additionally, depending on the target network objective, they are
provided with an activation register (ac). The addressing and
activation registers determine, when compared, if the device takes
an active role in the process or not. The comparison is simply
performed by a generalized Toffoli operation65, acting locally on
each device j (see Fig. 6), i.e.

TðjÞ ¼
Xd�1

p;s¼0

δp;sP
ad
p � Pacs � X rqð Þs; (42)

where Pmi ¼ ij i ih j are the projectors of the m register, and X is the
generalized Pauli operator σx of dimension d. The target state
where the operation acts on is the request register (rq)—also
denoted as control register (c) in previous sections—that
determines the control over the actions that the device applies
in order to generate the requested superposition. The request
system is hence prepared in such a way that no actions are
invoked, in a controlled way, if the Toffoli operation is unsuccess-
ful, and some particular operations are invoked if the Toffoli is
performed, taking into account the effect of the Toffoli operation
in each device.
In summary, the roles of the involved registers are the following.

The addressing qubit labels or addresses each network device. The
activation qubit identifies each device unequivocally and decides
its activation. Only if these two register states match, the device is
correctly identified and effectively turned on. Otherwise, in
case their states differ, it means that the device is not involved
in the process for that concrete request, and there is no need to
activate it. This process is only implemented once. In case the
device is activated, the role of control register is thus transferred
to the request register. Subsequently, this request register defines
the control of the applied operations (see Fig. 6). The information
of the actions requested to obtain the desired output state is
encoded in the program register.
Following the fully quantum setting description of Eq. (17), in

case the device is effectively activated, the controlled-operation of
Fig. 6 invokes an operation of the form

Q
k kj irq kh j � UðjÞ

k via the
program register (Eq. (17)). The rest of the procedure takes place
in an analogous way than for previous sections, but with the
additional controlled addressing feature, which completes the
fully quantum description of Eq. (17). Observe that the inclusion of
the activation register, together with the program register, allows
in some way for a remote invocation of the applied controlled
unitary operations.

Applications and features
We analyze the applicability of the mechanisms and techniques
presented so far. We have introduced procedures to obtain
coherent superpositions of tasks. We discuss now how the
generation of these superpositions can lead to advantages in
different contexts. Apart from the examples shown below, it has
been experimentally demonstrated18 that performing certain tasks
in superposition (in particular, superposed channels trajectories)
leads to communication advantages. We expect that similar
results could be found for other tasks introduced in this work.

G

| ⟩

| ⟩
| ⟩

| ⟩
( )

| ⟩

| ⟩

| ⟩

| ⟩

j

| ⟩

| ⟩

Fig. 6 Controlled addressing. Each device of the network possesses
an addressing register prepared in φj iad, as well as the resource and
auxiliary qubits (gray vertices). Note that each device owns some
number of resource and auxiliary qubits, but we represent all of
them unified in one for simplicity. Additionally, each device is
provided with a request register φj irq , a program register ϕUj i and
an activation register φj iac. A Toffoli gate is applied, such that only if
the addressing and activation registers match, the device is
effectively turned on, and the control of the operations is now
defined by the request register state. A programmable operation G
(Eq. (18)) is applied, controlled by the request register, resulting in
the coherent application of some unitary U on the device’s resource
qubits φj iðjÞres .
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In order to do a reliable analysis that justifies the benefit of
generating such superposed states (see Eq. (9)), in general, one
has to compare them, firstly, with the corresponding classical
mixtures, defined by the a-priori classical probability distribution
of the different target states, i.e., ψTj i ¼Piαi ψij i ψih j. Secondly,
one has to compare the superposition features with the properties
of each individual constituent generated according to some
probability distribution αi; ψij if g. Orthogonality between the
different constituents of the final superposition is a crucial
requirement to make these comparisons trustworthy.
For simplicity, we assume superpositions with equal-weight

coefficients in most of the examples. However, they are extendible
to arbitrary-weight superpositions.

Bound vs. maximal entanglement. An important advantage that
motivates the generation of states in superposition is the
entanglement structure it provides. We show two examples
where this structure is found beneficial for the generated
superposed states. Consider a network of four devices (see e.g.,
Fig. 5), which implements the protocols explained in previous
sections in order to generate the state

ψj i ¼ 1
2

X3
i¼0

ij ic Φij i12 Φij i34; (43)

where Φif g defines the basis of Bell states for qubits (Eq. (1)). Note
that in this case, the control register can be deterministically
detached without changing the weights or turning into extra-level
systems, by just measuring it in a generalized σx basis. The
corresponding phases of the different measurement outcomes
can be corrected in a local way by appropriate unitary
transformations of the form 1; σ1

zσ
2
z ; σ

1
xσ

2
x ; σ

1
xσ

2
xσ

1
zσ

2
z

	 

, such that

the resulting state reads

ψj i ¼ 1
2

X3
i¼0

Φij i12 Φij i34: (44)

Note that the corresponding classical mixture is
ρ ¼ 1

4

P3
i¼0 Φij i12 Φih j � Φij i34 Φih j, the well-studied state so-

called Smolin state66. A bound entangled state, in particular a
Smolin-type state, is a quantum state that is not separable, i.e.,
cannot be created by means of local operations and classical
communication (LOCC) only. Some entanglement is required to
generate the state. This can be seen by the fact that
entanglement can be distilled if some of the parties form a
group and are allowed to work together. This is the case for the
Smolin state if three parties, say 234 join, as in this case
entanglement between 1 and (234) can be generated. However,
when considering the parties separately, no maximally entangled
state (i.e., pure state entanglement) can be distilled between any
group of parties with LOCC. This follows from the fact that the
state is separable among all bipartite cuts that involve two
parties at each side (see e.g.67). This is not the case with the
corresponding superposed state of Eq. (44), which is maximally
entangled with respect to all different bipartitions and pure
entanglement can be distilled between parties.
Additionally, when comparing the superposed state of Eq. (44)

with the individual constituents chosen from a given probability
distribution, one can clearly see that, while all bipartitions of the
superposed state are maximally entangled, there exist biparti-
tions with zero entanglement, e.g., between systems {1, 2} and
{3, 4}, for the individual case. Therefore, there exists a clear
motivation in terms of entanglement for generating states of the
form Eq. (44), instead of working with the individual elements or
the classical mixture of the constituents.

Entanglement vs. no-entanglement. Our approach can also be
conceived as a hierarchical entanglement decision tool, where the

control register can determine, at a later stage, if the final state is
entangled or not. This can be simply seen from the following
example. With the tools introduced in this work, we can generate
a state of the form

ψj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p
X1
i¼0

ij ic iij i12; (45)

between two systems 1 and 2. Subsequently, the initiator device,
which owns the control system, can decide from the outside, by
appropriately choosing the measurement basis, if the final state
will be entangled or not. A projective measurement of the
control qubit in the Pauli σx basis leads to a Bell state
between parties 1 and 2, while a measurement in the Pauli σz
basis leads to a product state, up to local corrections. In both
cases, these corrections can be applied locally. In particular, for
the first situation, the state Φþ�� �

can be obtained deterministi-
cally.
In several cases, states in superposition also exhibit stronger

stability, in terms of entanglement, under errors or losses.

Stability under losses: superposition of GHZ states. Consider again
the state Eq. (41), i.e.

Ψj if ¼
1
2

X3
i¼0

2j ii GHZj iN=i; (46)

which consists of all the possible permutations of 3-party GHZ
states shared among 4 different parties, where the extra-level
modification is included to ensure orthogonality between
elements. In Eqs. (35)–(41)) the detailed process to generate this
state is provided. When, e.g., two systems of the state Eq. (46) are
lost or traced out, the remaining state is still entangled at a
bipartite level. More precisely, the remaining state has negativity
N= 0.1, where the negativity is defined as the absolute value of
the sum of the negative eigenvalues of the partial transposition of

the state, N ¼ ρTaj jj j�1
2 . However, if one studies the corresponding

classical mixture, i.e.,

1
4

P3
i¼0

2j ii 2h j � GHZj iN=i GHZh j; (47)

under analogous circumstances, i.e., two systems are lost, one
can observe that the state Eq. (47) becomes separable. In the
same direction, in case only one system is lost, the state resulting
from Eq. (46) presents larger entanglement than the one
resulting from the classical mixture, Eq. (47) with respect to all
the bipartitions.
One can also compare the superposition of Eq. (46) with

respect to the individual constituents generated from a
probability distribution. In this case, given a single GHZ state,
two immediate features arise. First, as before, when two systems
are lost, it always leads to a separable state. Secondly, assume
the control register has not been detached and one system is
lost. Therefore, from the superposition of Eq. (46) one can always
probabilistically go to a perfect GHZ shared by three parties, by
simply measuring the control register in the Pauli σz basis. This is
not possible in the individual-constituent case.
Similar results are found when considering superposition of all

the possible Bell pair connections between three parties, as well
as when considering superposition states of increasing entangle-
ment order, i.e., between product states, Bell states and GHZ
states as elements of the superposition.

Superposition of states with different entanglement structures. One
can also provide the control register with the possibility of
deciding the entanglement structure of the final state. Following
the procedures introduced before, we can generate a state of the
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form

ψj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p 0j ic GHZ1j i1234 þ 1j ic GHZ2j i1234
� �

; (48)

where GHZ1j i ¼ 1ffiffi
2

p ð 0000j i � 1111j iÞ and GHZ2j i ¼ 1ffiffi
2

p ð 0011j iþ
1100j iÞ. Therefore, by choosing the measurement basis of the
control register, the entanglement structure of the final state is
decided. If the control register is measured in the Pauli σz basis, a
GHZ state is found. However, if the control qubit is measured in the
Pauli σx basis, a cluster state C1D is obtained (up to phase corrections),
where C1Dj i ¼ 1

2 0000j i þ 0011j i þ 1100j i � 1111j ið Þ is the one
dimensional cluster state.
In a similar direction, one can also generate superposition of states

with different entanglement structure. Consider for instance the state

ψj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p 0j ic GHZj i1234 þ
1ffiffiffi
2

p 1j ic C1Dj i1234; (49)

Note that the states C1D and GHZ are orthogonal. The state of Eq. (49)
exhibits similar properties as the ones in the previous examples.
Once the control register is measured and detached, since
orthogonality condition is fulfilled, and considering that two systems
are lost, the remaining state is still entangled, with negativity N=
0.35 for each of the branches of the measurement. In opposition, the
corresponding classical mixture,

ψj i ¼ 1
2
GHZj i1234 GHZh j þ 1

2
C1Dj i1234 C1Dh j; (50)

becomes separable under the same assumptions. For one lost
system, the remaining entanglement is again larger in the super-
position case, in terms of negativity, for any bipartition cut. Similarly,
if one considers each state individually, one finds that each state
becomes separable if two systems are lost, while the superposition
remains entangled.
Further examples exist where the superposition always exhibits

stronger entanglement robustness under errors or losses of systems,
when comparing with the corresponding classical mixture. In
particular, the examples presented above stress the motivation of
generating superposition states due to their entanglement stability
under losses, where indeed the corresponding classical mixtures
become separable in some situations.

Superposed destinations. The techniques of Fig. 3 to add control
to sending of quantum information can be used to distribute
information to several parties within a network in a coherent way.
Consider an scenario where the initiator device shares a Bell state
with each of the network devices. Given some arbitrary state φj i ¼
α 0j i þ β 1j i that the initiator owns, and given the tools of Fig. 3,
one can directly generate a state of the form

Ψj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
n

p
Xn
i

ij ic φj ii 0j i�n�1
n≠i : (51)

One finds a superposed state, whose elements correspond to the
state φj i being distributed among each of the network devices. In
order to detach the control register, one can again apply the
controlled-extra level modification explained before, which allow
us to correct unwanted phases and, besides, make the final state
constituents orthogonal to each other. The final state then reads

Ψj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
n

p
Xn
i

φj ii 2j ii�1 0j i�n�1
n≠i;i�1; (52)

where⊕ denotes addition mod n. Note that unwanted phases
from the measurement of the control register can be suitably
corrected by applying controlled operations of the form
2j i 2h j � UðiÞ , where U(i) depends on the position of the 2j i state.
An intimidate application of this example is the case where one

aims to send information to a subset of parties, but does not want
to decide yet who will ultimately receive the information.

Superposition of paths. One can also understand the mechanisms
for generating states in superposition in the following way.
Consider a network with several nodes connected by some
resource state (e.g., a 2-D cluster state), where direct communica-
tion links between network constituents aim to be established.
The simplest scenario, illustrated in Fig. 7, consist of two parties, a
and i, between which a direct communication link should be
provided. Different approaches for solving this, and more advance
routing problems have been studied35,36,39. Typically, for qubit
graph state resources, the easiest way to connect parties a and i
(Fig. 7) consists in finding the shortest path between the two
parties and measure the intermediate nodes in the Pauli σx basis,
followed by Pauli σz measurements of the path neighborhood.
Following our approach, consider some resource state ψj ires and a
control register attached, as explained in previous sections,

Ψj iin ¼ 1ffiffi
2

p 0j ic þ 1j ic
� �

ψj ires: (53)

Based on the example of Fig. 7, the desired target state is Φþ�� �
ai,

and an equal-weight superposition between two different
possible paths to reach that target state can be prepared, i.e.,

Ψj iin ¼ 1ffiffi
2

p 0j icσd
xσ

g
xσ

h
x

Q
σN0
z ψj ires

þ 1ffiffi
2

p 1j icσb
xσ

c
xσ

f
x

Q
σN1
z ψj ires:

(54)

The Pauli operators σz act on the neighborhood of the elements
of each path, where paths are labeled as 0 and 1, in order to
isolate the desired Bell pair connection. Each constituent of the
superposition defines the actions to be done for each case,
leading to a final state of the form

Ψj iin ¼ 1ffiffi
2

p 0j ic Φþ�� �
ai ψ

0j ires þ 1ffiffi
2

p 1j ic Φþ�� �
ai ψ

00j ires; (55)

where the desired Bell pair is obtained in both cases, but following
different directions, therefore modifying the resource state in
different ways. One possible application of this scheme regards
the protection against errors. Since a path does not have to be
chosen beforehand, the process is consequently protected against
possible failures or errors of individual nodes of the resource. This,
together with the experimental results of18, leads to enhanced
built-in robustness.

Encoding and delocalized quantum information. One can also
conceive the quantum network as a tool to distribute and store
quantum information. In particular, the protocols allow one to
generate the states required in order to encode quantum
information into a network of several devices in a straightforward
way. Instead of getting rid of the control register, it can be used to
encode and delocalize quantum information. Following68,

a

i

b c

d e f

g h

+
1

2

1

2

Fig. 7 Superposition of paths. Given some resource state (e.g., 2D
cluster state) connecting several nodes in a network, a coherent
superposition can be obtained in a controlled way between
different network routes in order to connect two parties (a and i).
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consider a state of the form

ψj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p 0j ic 0Lj i þ 1j ic 1Lj i� �
; (56)

with two codewords 0Lj i; 1Lj i, which are essentially two orthogo-
nal states of n qubits correpsonding to some error correction
code. As we have shown, the tools presented in this paper provide
the possibility of generating states of the form Eq. (56), for
different codeword pairs. From state Eq. (56), the control system
can encode the information of any arbitrary state φj i ¼ α 0j i þ
β 1j i by distributing it throughout a n-party network. This is simply
accomplished by performing a Bell measurement between the
initiator control qubit and the arbitrary state qubit, such that the
final state reads

ψj i ¼ 1ffiffiffi
2

p α 0Lj i þ β 1Lj ið Þ: (57)

This delocalization process offers a natural protection of the
quantum information under errors or losses of individual parties.
In the same direction, this construction can be useful for some
settings in the context of quantum secret sharing6,7, where a
dealer (the control system) aims to share a secret between all the
constituents. The secret is defined by parameters α, β and only
authorized sets of parties can, collaboratively, access to it.
We briefly discuss now some ideas for possible further applica-

tions of adding control to different tasks in a coherent way, although
we do not discuss them in detail. We hope that this work motivates
additional analysis and extensions for these and other applications.

Superposition of QEC and QKD protocols. Similarly to Eq. (57), one
can generate superpositions of different encodings or codes such
as, e.g., quantum error correction (QEC) codes69,70. Consider two
codes, C1 and C2, where, e.g., one is particularly adequate for
correcting amplitude-bit errors and the other for correcting phase-
bit errors. We conjecture that a superposition of both, i.e.

Ψj i ¼ α ψ
C1ð Þ
L

��� E
þ β ψ

C2ð Þ
L

��� E
; (58)

might lead to advantages for correcting certain kind of errors
under specific circumstances.
On the other hand, one can also consider Quantum Key

Distribution (QKD) protocols3,4. The simplest case, the so-called
BB84 protocol4, basically consists in Alice preparing a bit string of
qubits in the 0j i or 1j i states out of two possible bases (e.g., σz and
σx bases). The information of the bases is encoded in another bit
string. The qubit bit string is sent to Bob, who randomly chooses a
basis to measure each qubit. By classical publication of the chosen
bases of each one, they can, by comparison, generate secure
quantum keys protected from attacks. With our mechanisms, one
can for instance, generate superposition of different BB84 protocols,
in such a way that each constituent of the superposition involves a
different BB84 with a different pair of bases, such as, e.g., {σz, σx}, {σz,
σy} and {σx, σy}. This might improve the protocol performance,
including the number of qubits required or the stability under errors.

Sending of qubits. We have considered in this paper sending of
quantum information via teleportation. Following Fig. 3, we are
able to generate states in superposition between teleporting
some desired state and not teleporting any useful information (or
not teleporting at all). This framework can be extended to directly
sending—or not—a qubit via quantum channel. More precisely,
the information carrier should be sent or not. When using ions or
atoms as information carriers, this implies that the classical
process to send the atom or not needs to be controlled—or
alternatively an atom is always transmitted, either the one carrying
information or some auxiliary one prepared in a dummy state. The
latter solution however requires the usage of the channel also in
cases where no quantum information is transmitted.

In the more realistic setting where photons are used as
information carriers, one should be able to add control at a quantum
level. Following some of the existing techniques in cavity-QED with
ions in cavities (see e.g., ref. 71), where the internal state of the ion is
mapped to the cavity field that eventually leaks out and is
transmitted as a photon, one should be able to generate such a
superposition state by just adding control to the mapping process
via a second ion stored in the cavity. No photon will be generated
(and hence transmitted) if the control qubit is in state 0j i.

Distributed quantum sensing. Quantum metrology12,72 allows to
carry out high precision measurements of certain physical
quantities with an improved precision as compared to classical
techniques. In particular, distributed quantum sensing12 consists
of distributed multi-partite entangled sensor states, located and
measured at different positions, in order to determine certain non-
local physical quantities such as field gradients or higher moments
of a scalar field. The quantum systems are prepared in particular
states and evolve for a certain time, before they are finally
measured in a certain way. With the techniques shown in this
paper, one would be in principle able to generate superpositions
at any step of the sensing process, including superposition
between different experiments, e.g., between the measurement of
some component of a constant field and the gradient on another
component. We conjecture that the generation of these super-
positions could lead to better efficiency and performance results
for distributed quantum sensing procedures. Note however, that
further extensions or modifications of our methods would be
needed. While in principle we can establish coherent super-
positions of different experiments, including the preparation of
different states and running experiments for different times, at the
level of measurements a problem arises. By definition, quantum
metrology deals with the measurement of unknown states, as the
desired (unknown) information of the quanity of interest is
encoded in the states and revealed by measurements. The
methods to add coherent control to measurements we presented
in this work however require at least partial knowledge of the
state to be measured, and are hence not directly applicable.

Controlled remote operations. The tools and protocols introduced
in this work can also have application in controlling the implementa-
tion of remote operations. As an example, consider procedures that
show how to use entanglement to perform remote operations73,74,
which usually involves operations and measurements on auxiliary
entangled states. Our tools can be used to add quantum control to
these processes, e.g., either to remotely control single-qubit
operations, or perform a controlled entangling gate by using
entanglement). This is done in the same way as discussed before,
i.e., by applying controlled-SWAP operations prior to always
performing the corresponding measurements.
Consider for instance the remote implementation of a controlled

rotation around the z-axis, UzðαÞ ¼ expð�iασzÞ, which is closely
related to how operations are implemented in measurement-based
quantum computation (MBCQ) scenarios. We consider a 3-qubit
GHZ state (or equivalently a 3-qubit 1D cluster state) that is used as a
resource to implement a remote rotation, where two qubits A1, A2
are held by the party in question, and the third qubit C is held at
some remote location. One can control the process by performing
first the rotation Uz(α) in C, followed by a measurement in the σx
basis. This allows one to prepare different states on the remaining
two qubits, ψj i / e�αj00>þ eα 11j i ¼ I � UzðαÞ ϕþj i. Using such a
state for the teleportation of an unknown state φj i~A (via a Bell
measurement on ~AA1) produces the state UzðαÞ φj iA2 (or
Uzð�αÞ φj iA2 ), depending on the measurement outcome. By doing
the Bell measurement first, and then adjusting the angle of rotation
of the third remote qubit accordingly (either α or− α) allows one to
make the process deterministic, where one can freely choose the
rotation angle α. Quantum control can be added to this process in
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the same way as discussed in previous sections. Depending on the
control register a controlled unitray operation Uz(βj) is performed on
C, where βj= ± αj (with the sign determined by the outcome of the
Bell measurement). This is followed by a measurement in the σx
basis of qubit C, which produces a superposition of two (or several)
branches, where different unitray operations are applied in each
branch. Notice that one may also use controlled-SWAP operations to
do no operation and keep resources.

DISCUSSION
In this paper, we have shown how to provide quantum networks with
a truly quantum functionality. This functionality allows network
devices to handle or operate with coherent superpositions of different
tasks. The preparation of these superpositions is achieved by
effectively controlling classical tasks in a coherent way. Adding
explicit control to classical task is, in general, an impossible process.
However, we have presented mechanisms, based on the control of
quantum unitary operations, that can mimick the desired behavior.
The crucial element is that the classical part is not controlled, but
always performed, either acting usefully on the desired state or in vain
on some dummy state. This mechanism involves the application of
controlled-swap operations followed by a measurement of some
auxiliary particles. Different tools arise from this approach, such as the
possibility of effectively performing controlled-measurements, as well
as direct protocols such as the generation of superposition of sending
or not sending information, or merging or not merging two graph
states. Based on these tools and mechanisms, superposition of
different tasks can be generated, either with or without external
control. For this later case, we show procedures to suitably detach the
control register while keeping the coherence and orthogonality of the
state constituents. We complete the fully quantum functionality of a
quantum network by proposing explicit procedures for addressing
quantum devices, providing them with encoded quantum informa-
tion about the local operations required for any network task.
Finally, we have shown different promising applications that

emerge from our approach. Apart from the coherent network
protocols introduced such as coherent teleportation or coherent
graph merging, one can highlight the possibility of preparing
superpositions of states shared between different devices, super-
positions of distributing quantum information through different
paths or to different destinations, and superpositions of encoding
information among different devices. These examples demon-
strate possible advantages, most notable built-in robustness and
favorable entanglement features, which are already supported by
experimental indications18 that show communication advantages
when exploiting coherence in a quantum network scenario. We
hope that this work motivates future investigations of further
possible extensions or applications of the truly quantum
functionality of quantum networks introduced here.
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